A goal of any precision departure concept, such as NASA Precision Departure Release Capability, is to improve throughput, efficiency and capacity by integrating departure, arrival and surface operations. This kind of concept is believed to have the potential of increasing flight efficiency and throughput by not missing assigned overhead-stream or arrival-stream slots. In the current Call For Release scheduling, a slot can be missed because of airport-departure delay, which is the sum of gate-departure delay, ramp delay, and taxi-out delay. This delay can be reduced by improved precision departure scheduling. The main thrust of the paper is to determine the delay-cost impact of Call For Release scheduling before gate-push-back and at gate-pushback. Seven different variations of scheduling algorithms were used in the simulation. Results reported in the paper considers 37,346 flights in the National Airspace System for one day in January 2011. Approximately 1,500 airports were included in the simulation. Results show that there is no significant benefit of scheduling before gate-push-back as opposed to at gate-push-back under assumed gate-departure and taxi-out time uncertainties, assuming a Call For Release is strategically done for all departures from all airports. However, if there were no gate-departure and taxi-out time uncertainty, which is unlikely in reality, the maximum benefit of scheduling an hour before gate-push-back is limited to 6.8% reduction in weighted delay (2*airborne delay + ground delay) compared to delay resulting from scheduling at gate-push-back.
I. Introduction
A Precision departure capability seeks to improve the delivery of departing aircraft to join constrained overhead flows such that they take-off on time and arrive at the assigned slot at an en route metering point and at the destination airport. An early or late departure from the origin airport means that the originally assigned slot will potentially be missed if no compensatory maneuvers are made. Aircraft will need to reduce speed or take a longer path to compensate for early departure, and will need to speedup to make up time for late departure. Slot recovery, however, is limited by the aircraft's ability to speedup and slow down. Furthermore, controllers and pilots are reluctant to accelerate beyond filed flight plan speeds and in excess of that prescribed by the standard departure procedures. In current operations, speeding up is not a common solution. In instances when it is not possible for the aircraft to arrive at a planned slot, a new slot needs to be assigned by the scheduler, which can cause additional departure delays. The cost of aircraft not departing on time is determined in terms of delays, more fuel being consumed, and potentially additional controller workload due to vectoring required to work an early departure into the overhead stream slot.
References 1 and 2 describe the approval request process, also known as Call For Release process, in which the tower requests the traffic management coordinator at the Air Route Traffic Control Center (or Center) for departure release of a flight. The traffic management coordinator identifies a slot in the overhead stream, operating with a milesin-trail restriction, for insertion of the requested flight and issues a departure time. Reference 1 proposes a Departure Release Communications capability to reduce the time it takes to coordinate departure release and Ref. 2 suggests the use of a Departure Release Calculator to improve the accuracy of departure release time. Three recent studies are described in Refs. 3, 4, and 5. Reference 3 describes the Precision Departure Release Capability operational concept, system design, and system evaluation recently completed at the NASA/FAA North Texas Station facility that precedes another test that will generate data for benefit analysis of the concept. Reference 4 describes the shortfalls of the current day utilization and performance of the tactical departure scheduling process in the National Airspace System and how the Precision Departure Release Capability technology can potentially address the shortfalls. Reference 5 describes the impact of early and late departures from the departure runway when an aircraft has a slot assigned at Houston with only the at-gate-push-back scheduling. In that study, 808 arrivals from 174 airports were considered. Results show that the probability of getting the initially assigned slot, after perturbation and rescheduling, decreases with increasing standard deviation of the departure delay distributions. Further, slots were either captured or missed. When slots were missed, the study did not show by how much they were missed. By knowing the delay distribution of flights that miss their slots, a mitigation strategy can be created to recover some of the delays.
An objective of the research described in this paper is to further characterize the relationship between departure time uncertainty and the cost incurred in terms of increased delay and captured/missed slots when a Call For Release scheduling are performed before gate-push-back and at gate-push-back. Results of the study establish departure scheduling strategies. In this analysis, missed-slot data are presented for the before and at gate-push-back scheduling.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides descriptions of the Gate Departure Delay and Taxi-out Delay Distribution Modeling Using ASPM Data, Airspace Concept Evaluation System, and the scheduler. The last two are the two tools used in the study. The method for studying the effect of departure time uncertainty on increased departure delay and capturing/missing slots is detailed in Section III. This section discusses how ACES is used for simulating flights without sector and airport arrival rate constraints, and its output data are used by the scheduler to determine initial departure and arrival times based on airport arrival rate constraints. The additional steps of perturbing departure times assuming departure delay distributions at the airports of origin and subsequent rescheduling for meeting the airport constraints using the scheduler are also described in this section. The results of this study are presented in Section IV. Finally, the main findings are summarized in Section V.
II. Simulation Data, Tools, and Departure Scheduler
This section describes the input data modelling and the two tools used for this study. Modelling of gate departure delay and taxi-out delay distribution using the real-world Federal Aviation Administrations (FAA) Aviation System Performance Metrics (ASPM) data is described in Section II.A. Tools used include the Airspace Concept Evaluation System (ACES), an air traffic simulator, and a traffic scheduling system. A brief description of ACES is provided in Section II.B. The scheduler is described in Section II.C.
A. Gate Departure Delay and Taxi-out Delay Distribution Modeling Using ASPM Data
This section describes modelling of gate departure delay and taxi-out delay distributions using the ASPM database, which is accessible on the web for authorized users. The FAA uses these data for monitoring airport efficiency, aspects of system performance, and retrospective trend analysis studies. It provides detailed data on flights to and from the 77 major U. S. airports (ASPM 77 airports) and flights operated by 29 major carriers (ASPM 29 carriers). Flights operated by ASPM carriers to international and domestic non-ASPM airports are also included. The ASPM database also contains information on airport weather, runway configuration, and arrival and departure rates. Data in ASPM provide insight into air traffic and air carrier activity.
To model gate departure delay and taxi-out delay distributions, data were derived for each of the 77 major U. S. airports in the ASPM database for each hour of every day in 2011 using the standard "Analysis By Airport By Hour Report (compared to flight plan)." This report includes counts of scheduled departures/arrivals and departures/arrivals used for metric computation, percentages of on-time gate departures, airport departures and gate arrivals, average gate departure delay, average taxi-out time, average taxi-out delay, average airport departure delay, average taxi-in time, and average gate arrival delay. Times are reported in minutes. Numbers of scheduled arrivals and departures are based on carrier published schedules. Numbers of arrivals and departures for metric computation are based on itinerant flights to/from the ASPM 77 airports or operated by one of the ASPM 29 carriers. General aviation and military flights are excluded.
Percent on-time metrics are captured as follows. Percent on-time gate departures is computed as the ratio of the number of flights that departed within 15-minutes past the flight plan gate-out time to the number of departures. Percent on-time airport departures is given as the ratio of the number of flights that departed within 15-minutes past the flight plan wheels-off time to the number of departures. Percent on-time gate arrivals is determined as the ratio of the number of flights that arrive at the gate less than 15-minutes late compared to the flight plan gate-out time plus the scheduled block time to the total number of arrivals.
Delays are computed as follows. Taxi-out/taxi-in delay is the difference between taxi-out/taxi-in time and unimpeded taxi-out/taxi-in time. Airport departure delay is computed as the difference between the actual wheels-off time and the sum of flight plan gate-out time and unimpeded taxi-out time. Average gate arrival delay is determined by adding minutes of gate arrival delay of one-minute or more, and dividing it by number of arrivals. Gate arrival delay is defined as the difference between the actual gate-in time and the flight plan gate-in time. All average delays are hourly averages.
Histograms of hourly average gate departure delay and hourly average taxi-out delay constructed for HartsfieldJackson Atlanta International airport are shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) . The maximum hourly average gate departure and taxi-out delays were found to be 4.6 hours and 2.4 hours, respectively, but are outliers. There are 8,727 samples (approximately 24 hours 365 days) in the histogram, with data missing for some hours on some days. Observe that data are shown up to 60 minutes. The outliers are not shown. These histograms exhibit the characteristics of exponential distributions.
Exponential distributions are commonly modelled with log-normal distributions. To construct the log-normal distribution, zero delay values were first separated from positive delay values. Natural logarithm was then computed with the positive values and its distribution was examined. Figure 1 (c) and (d) show the resulting histograms of the hourly average gate departure and taxi-out delays. Both of these distributions appear to be approximately Gaussian after the log transform. These distributions can now be approximated by the mean and standard deviation values. To account for the zero-delay values in the model, a probability of zero-delay is computed as the ratio of the number of zero-delay samples to the total number of samples. For Atlanta, the zero hourly average gate departure delay and taxi-out delay samples were found to be 1,410 and 1,249. The probabilities of zero hourly average gate departure and taxi-out delays are thus 0.16 and 0.14 with 8,727 total samples. Data for the 77 airports is given in the Table 3 in the Appendix.
The first step in simulating gate departure and taxi-out delays of a flight from one of the 77 ASPM airports consists of generating a uniformly distributed pseudo-random number between zero and one. If this value is less than or equal to the zero-delay probability value in column two for gate departure delay in Table 3 and in column five for taxi-out delay in the same table, zero delay is assigned. When the value is greater than the zero-delay probability, the second step consists of generating a normally distributed pseudo-random number with mean and standard deviation values specified in Table 3 . If the numerical value of the pseudo-random number is x, delay δ is obtained as shown in Eq. 1.
These two steps approximate the exponential distributions shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) .
B. Airspace Concept Evaluation System
ACES is a gate-to-gate simulation of air traffic at local, regional, and national levels developed at the NASA Ames Research Center. 6 ACES simulates flight trajectories using aircraft models derived from the Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) 7 and traffic data consisting of departure times and flight-plans obtained from recorded Aircraft Situation Display to Industry (ASDI) files. Traffic flow management and air traffic control models in ACES use airport and sector capacity thresholds. Flights are delayed on the ground and in flight to ensure that the specified capacity constraints are not violated. ACES can also be run without traffic flow management. This function enables open-loop simulation of traffic to establish a baseline. Typical ACES outputs include system performance metrics of arrival, departure, en-route and total delays. Validation studies in Refs. 8 and 9 have shown that ACES generates delays and metrics comparable to those observed in the real-world.
In this study, ACES is used for simulating traffic without airport and airspace capacity constraints. The resulting output data is then used for generating inputs for the scheduler, which is discussed in the next section, and for verifying that the departure schedule generated by the scheduler satisfied the capacity constraints.
C. Scheduler Table 1 shows seven variations of the scheduler used in this experiment for evaluating the Call For Release (CFR) scheduling procedure before gate-push-back and at gate-push-back. Variation 7 represents an ideal scheduling with respect to arrival airport constraints. All variations of the scheduler use the first-come first-served principle to create a departure/arrival schedule for all flights. Delay is generated to satisfy constraints at the arrival airports. The main inputs to the scheduler are a list of flights including flight-plan departure time, flight time, and arrival time, as well as arrival capacity rates for all airports in the simulation. Flight time and arrival time at the destination airport are generated by an ACES simulation of unconstrained traffic. Arrival Constraints are derived from ASPM data of the day being modelled in the experiment.
The scheduler sorts all flights according to their flight-plan departure or arrival times, depending on the scheduler variation selected in Table 1 , and then begins scheduling by allocating airport resources to the flights. As flights occupy these resources for the time periods corresponding to arrival time, the available capacity is reduced to the point that none is available. The schedulers used here are an extension of the methods described in Refs. 10 and 11. For portions of the experiment, uncertainty is added to departure times, for which the scheduler permits limited speed increase of up to 2.5% to maintain arrival slots.
The Approach in Section III further describes the experiment and includes more details about the scheduler.
III. Approach
The procedure for evaluating the impact of departure time uncertainty on additional delays and captured/missed slots is summarized in the block diagram in Fig. 2 . The effect the scheduler variations in Table 1 on delay propagation from arrival airport capacity constraints and missed arrival slots was examined. Each of these schedulers was run with CFR scheduling at 0, 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes before gate-push-back for a total of 35 different scenarios. The 0-minutes before gate-push-back case represents at gate-push-back scheduling for each scheduler, the rest of the scenarios represent scheduling before gatepush-back. Each of the 35 scenarios was run 100,000 times in a Monte Carlo simulation, with each run having a different set of gate and taxi time perturbations. However, this set was the same across each of the 35 scenarios within the run to more accurately compare one scheduler to another. The uncertainty in gate departure associated with CFR request time before gate-push-back differed for each scenario depending on the time amount. Taxi uncertainty was modeled as well. All schedules produced by the schedulers adhered to capacity constraints at the arrival airports.
A. Input for the Scheduler

Gate Departure Times and Arrival Times
In the first stage, flight arrival times and stochastically perturbed gate departure times are generated. For the rest of this paper, these times are called "proposed" gate departure times. To start, a list of real-world ASDI scheduled gate departure times are input into ACES, generating flight durations and arrival times for each flight on the flight list. Using the methods described above for generating realistic gate departure delay based on ASPM data, a randomized gate departure time is generated for each flight on the flight list. In this experiment, all delays are positive, which is unlikely in reality, so a flight's proposed gate departure time is always equal or greater than its input ASDI gate departure time; i.e., no flights leave earlier than scheduled. Only positive delays were used in order to simplify the problem in this study. Once a proposed gate departure time is generated, the transit time calculated in ACES is added to this proposed gate departure time, creating a "proposed" arrival time.
Airport Arrival Rates and Unimpeded Taxi Times
Airport arrival rates and unimpeded taxi times are input into the scheduler based on the real-world ASPM airport data. Non-ASPM airports use an arrival rate of 30 aircraft per hour. The airport arrival rates are used to calculate the minimum time separation between aircraft arrivals, which are used when generating arrival slots. Unimpeded taxi rates were derived from the ASPM data and were used in calculating wheels off time for scheduling. Non-ASPM airports assumed an unimpeded taxi time of 5 minutes.
B. Scheduling
In this stage, slots at the arrival airport are scheduled such that airport arrival capacity constraints are maintained. Seven methods of CFR scheduling are used to compare results from different scenarios. Each method is performed with 0, 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes before the proposed gate departure times calculated in Section III.A.1. Delay propagates from airport arrival constraints corresponding to a flight's proposed arrival time. This study considers only a maximum time of 60 minutes as uncertainty increases as time before gate-push-back increases. Considering that the commonly recommended domestic check-in time is 60 minutes, this value seems reasonable. In addition, uncertainty beyond this value is expected to saturate.
Scheduling by Gate Departure with Fixed Arrival Queue
In this method of scheduling, flights are scheduled in the order of their proposed gate departure times generated in Section III.A.1. Flights are scheduled at the proposed gate departure times minus the CFR request time. At this point a slot is assigned for the flight at the arrival airport based on its proposed arrival time, also calculated in Section III.A.1, including the unimpeded taxi time for its departure airport. If the proposed arrival time is too close (smaller than minimum time separation) to that of a previously scheduled flight with respect to arrival rate constraint separation, the next available slot is assigned. The time difference between the originally proposed arrival time, and the final arrival slot assigned, is taken as ground delay. Delay is therefore always positive. Once a flight has been scheduled, subsequent flights being scheduled do not affect it.
Scheduling by Gate Departure with Flexible Arrival Queue
This method of scheduling has two variations, described in sub-sections 3 and 4 below. It behaves exactly as the previous method, with the following exception: when a flight is scheduled at the arrival airport, it can add delay to flights that have already been scheduled in order to achieve optimal utilization of the airport arrival capacity. Flights can be delayed upstream to maximize usage of available arrival capacity. The scheduler achieves this by starting at the flight's proposed arrival time, and finding the first available gap in the scheduled arrival queue that meets the separation required by arrival capacity constraints. It then inserts the flight into the gap. If the gap is too small, it shifts the upstream flights' slots later as little as possible to maintain arrival constraint separation. Again, the time difference between the proposed arrival time and the final assigned arrival slot is taken as ground delay. The amount the other flights are shifted is taken as added delay to their schedule and is always positive. The other flights take this delay either on the ground or in the air depending on which variation of the scheduler is run and whether the flight has taken off yet.
Fixed Departure Time
With the fixed departure time variation of this scheduler, all delay added to a flight's schedule by the scheduler after the flight's original scheduling is taken as airborne delay. In this way a flight's scheduled departure time is fixed at the time of scheduling. The disadvantage of this approach is that airborne delay has a higher weighted cost than ground delay.
Flexible Departure Time
This variation of flexible arrival queue scheduling favors ground delay over airborne delay. If the scheduler is modifying a previously scheduled flight's arrival slot before its departure time, the added delay is taken on the ground, otherwise it is taken in the air. This prioritizes ground delay over airborne delay, but gives flights no guarantee as to when they will be departing.
Scheduling by Arrival Time
The final scheduling method is an idealized approach used to identify the lowest cost scheduling solution. This method is identical to the first method except it is done by order of the proposed arrival time calculated in Section III.A.1. This type of scheduling implies perfect knowledge of all flight durations and proposed departure times prior to scheduling, without uncertainty. This type of scheduling produces minimal delay with respect to arrival rate constraints, since it ensures maximum utilization of arrival capacity, and since all delay is taken on the ground, which is weighted less than airborne delay.
C. Departure Time Uncertainty and Rescheduling
Each of these preceding four types of scheduling, with the exception of the idealized scheduling by arrival time, is simulated with and without departure uncertainty. With stochastic uncertainty added to departure times, some flights miss their arrival slots entirely and must be rescheduled.
Uncertainty
Uncertainty in departure times has been added in two ways. First, gate departure time uncertainty is added as positive, random Gaussian numbers with standard deviation increasing 2 minutes for every 15 minutes of CFR request time before gate-push-back. So if a flight is being scheduled 45 minutes in advance of its proposed gate departure time, its actual departure time would differ from its proposed departure time, by a positive random Gaussian with a standard deviation of 6 minutes. Second, regardless of which CFR request time before gate-push-back is used, an additional taxi time perturbation is added based on the ASPM statistics of the flight's departure airport, using the methods described in the earlier section. Both methods only output positive perturbations to the flight's final wheels off time; this was done to simplify the problem in this study.
Rescheduling
In the scenarios using uncertainty, actual departure times are later than those used for their scheduling; consequently some flights miss their slots and need to be rescheduled. After adding in uncertainty associated with CFR request time before gate-push-back, and taxi time uncertainty, flights are allowed up to 2.5% speed increase to attempt to compensate and still make their original arrival slots. If this speed up is insufficient to recover the slot, the scheduler determines the flight will miss its original slot and reschedules the flight using its final wheels off time. In this case, the flight is removed from the arrival queue at the last point in time it could have departed and still hit its original slot by speeding up. This is done so that its slot is available for later flights being scheduled. The flight is then rescheduled at wheels off time, using the nominal speed and the same scheduling method it originally used, with any associated arrival constraint delay being taken in the air.
IV. Results
The approach described in Fig. 2 is applied to arrival traffic to all airports in the National Airspace System (NAS). The traffic for this scenario consists of departures between January 2, 2011, 9:00 p.m. Central Standard Time (CST) and January 3, 2011 midnight CST, a period spanning 27 hours from NAS airports. The arrival rate constraint of sixty to a hundred arrivals per hour is specified as a function of the time of this day based on the FAA ASPM reported ADR and AARs. In the simulation, 1,357 arrival airports dispense delays due to their respective arrival rate constraints to 1,552 departure airports. Out of a total of 46,249 flights in the entire dataset, 37,346 flights, excluding purely international flights, are included in the analysis. International flights that depart from the NAS or arrive into the NAS are included. The arrival time for the departures were calculated incorporating a relatively small speedup adjustment of up to 2.5% for slot capture. Delay statistics for ground and airborne were obtained for the 100,000 Monte-Carlo runs.
Results of the simulations are for seven scenarios corresponding to the scheduling variations shown in Table 1 : 1) fixed or flexible arrival queue, 2) fixed or flexible departure time, 3) with or without uncertainties, and 4) an idealized scenario for reference. First, the weighted cost of delay is presented in Section IV.A. Next, descriptive statistics from the Monte Carlo runs are presented in Section IV.B. The delay distribution of flights missing their slots is presented in Section IV.C. Finally, the top 20 airports dispensing delays are presented in Section IV.D.
The approach assumes a Call For Release is done for all departures from all airports. The main reason for applying a common Call For Release policy for all departures is that if this policy is beneficial for departures from some airports it should benefit departures from other airports also.
A. Weighted Cost of Delay
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the total cost of seven scenarios when CFRs are requested 0, 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes before gate-push-back. Total cost is shown on the vertical axis and CFR request time before gate-push-back is shown on the horizontal axis. The cost is represented as a weighted sum of the ground and airborne delays. As airborne delay is more expensive than ground delay, the weight for airborne delay is twice as much as the weight for ground delay, using the 2009 FAA Economic Information for Investment Analysis Data Package estimates. Figure 3 shows four scenarios under the ideal condition of no uncertainty. These costs -marked by grey circles, black triangles, orange dots, and a single green star -represent what could be achieved if there were no uncertainty. Out of the four scenarios in this figure, the fixed departure time scenario, without uncertainty and with fixed arrival queue, shown as grey circles has the highest costs at 1,770 hours. This figure shows that flexible arrival queue can reduce cost from a flat 1,770 to a flat 828 hours. It is flat cost regardless of CFR request time because fixed departure time -with or without uncertainty -does not reschedule. In this case, any further delays would be taken in the air. As in flexible arrival queue scenarios, costs also decrease in the flexible departure time scenarios (orange dots), from 828 hours to 758 hours at 60 minutes before gate-push-back. Unlike the previous flexible arrival queue scenario, the flexible departure time scenario, by allowing rescheduling, shows the benefits of scheduling before gate-push-back, when there is no uncertainty. Out of all the scenarios tested, this is the only one that shows benefits of scheduling before gate-push-back. For comparison, the green star in Fig. 3 represents the ideal lower-bound cost (717 hours) for the scenario that involves scheduling in advance with full knowledge and no uncertainty. In this case, as in any previous flat cost cases, the times before gate-push-back are meaningless. Every flight on the list is going to land on time as first scheduled before it takes off; so each can be ideally scheduled. The closer a cost to this lower-bound the better a scheduling strategy is. Figure 4 shows three scenarios. The top two sets of data (purple crosses and cyan stars) show the scenarios with uncertainty. Observe that the weighted cost increases with increasing time before gate-push-back. There are two reasons for this: 1) longer CFR request time before gate-push-back has higher uncertainty and 2) CFR is strategically (as opposed to tactically/opportunistically) done for every flight therefore no flight has an advantage over another.
In a future study, CFR could be applied in select cases to more closely model the current operations. For example, CFR can be applied to portions of flights according to airports, airlines, regions, or a combination of these. It is expected that CFR request time before gate-push-back could show some benefits for some flights while penalizing other flights in these situations. The bottom set of data (orange dots) assumes flexible departure time, flexible arrival queue and no gate-departure time and taxi-out time uncertainties. Observe that in this scenario, the weighted cost decreases with increasing time before gate-push-back. The set of data shows a 6.8% cost reduction from 813 hours when scheduling at gate-push-back to 758 hours when scheduling 60-minute before gate-push-back. Figure 5 shows three select scenarios from previous figures in one chart to highlight the benefits of flexible departure time and flexible arrival queue scheduling under uncertainty. The top set of data (orange triangles) shows the scenario for fixed departure time, fixed arrival queue, with uncertainty. At 60-minute CFR request before gate-pushback, the cost with fixed departure time and fixed arrival queue is 6,117 hours. The middle set of data (purple crosses) shows the scenario for fixed departure time, flexible arrival queue, with uncertainty. By using flexible arrival queue, the cost reduces to 2,848 hours. The bottom set of data (cyan stars) shows the scenario for flexible departure time, flexible arrival queue, with uncertainty. When a flexible departure time is used, the cost further reduces to 2,168 hours.
In current DFW operations, CFR scheduling is performed close to or at the spot (i.e., Apron Entry/Exit Point), which is after departure from gate. It is not practical to issue multiple ground delays to a flight after departure from gate. On the other hand, in before-gate-push-back cases, a release time could be issued up to closer to the last minute; i.e., till soon before gate-push-back time by using a flexible departure time with flexible arrival queue. Providing ATC more information about flights readiness, can potentially reduce the airborne delay cost. In this study, a simplified modeling is performed to allow issuing of release time up to wheels-off time. Figure 6 shows airborne delay reduction in the simulation. The vertical axis shows the additional ground and airborne delays in hours. The horizontal axis shows the CFR request time before gate-push-back in minutes. The bottom blue columns show the additional ground delay amounts. The top red columns show the additional airborne delay amounts. As shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b) , although the total delay remain approximately the same, flexible departure time transfer delays from air to ground as shown by the shorter red columns. It reduces the cost from 994 in (a) to 132 in (b) at 60-minute CFR request time before gate-push-back. for, as an example, two flights UAL and JBU. The next two time lines show scheduling with fixed arrival and flexible arrival queue, respectively. UAL is a long-haul flight from San Francisco bound for JFK and JBU is a short-haul flight from Boston to JFK. The UAL flight departs earlier than the JBU flight -indicated by the supper-scripts 1 and 2, respectively -but the latter has an earlier arrival schedule as indicated in the time line (i.e., the beginning of the blue and green bars). The length of the bars indicate minimum time separation, which can generally vary throughout the day. The two flights are scheduled so to arrive at JFK in an Open time slot (grey bar indicates a Closed time slot). In this example, since UAL arrives later than JBL, there are two choices of how to space the two flights. One is to delay JBU on the ground to place it after UAL's arrival while another is to delay UAL in the air such that it would arrive after JBU, observing the minimum time spacing requirement in each case. With fixed arrival queue, JBU would incur additional delay on the ground, yielding a longer total delay indicated by the longer red bar, as compared with the one with flexible arrival queue. Table 2 summarizes the statistics (minimums, averages, and maximums) of the Monte Carlo runs for three cases, one in each column. The first two -shown in column two and three, respectively -show the difference between CFR requests 60 minutes before gate-push-back and CFR requests at gate-push-back. These cases were scheduled using flexible departure time, flexible arrival queue, and uncertainty. The third is the ideal lower-bound reference without gate-departure time and taxi-out time uncertainties. Its scheduling is done based on first-come first-served arrivals as opposed to first-come first-served departures. This was referred to as scheduler variation 7 in Table 1 . Observe that this reference scenario resulted in all ground delays; hence least weighted delay, and all flights captured their slots.
B. Monte Carlo Statistics
Comparing scheduling 60-minutes before gate-push-back with scheduling at gate-push-back, observe that there is no real advantage to scheduling before gate-push-back. The average weighted delay of 3.62 minutes per flight is higher than 2.2 minutes for scheduling at gate-push-back, and 94% of the flights miss their slots. While the weighted delay is higher, the airborne delay is a bit lower.
C. Delay Distribution of Flights that Missed Their Slots
In addition to the slot miss metric, Table 2 shows the amount of time by which the slot is missed. Compared to the slot miss metric, which is a binary metric, the slot-miss time metric is a continuous metric. For scheduling before gate-push-back, flights missed their arrival slot by 10.4 minutes on an average. This delay is far greater than the threeminute (+2/-1 or 2-minute late/1-minute early) wheels-off time compliance window used in the current operation which means that these flights cannot reacquire their assigned slots in the arrival stream. A smaller average slot-miss time of 2.8 minutes for scheduling at gate-push-back suggests that more flights can reacquire their assigned slots. 
V. Conclusions
This paper examined the benefit of Call For Release scheduling before gate-push-back and at gate-push-back. The results discussed in the paper are based on a single day of traffic data. Airport arrival rate constraints were specified as a function of time at the 1500 airports considered in the study. A first-come first-served scheduler was then used to schedule departures from airports by delaying them to ensure that the specified airrival capacities were not exceeded. Gate-departure time and taxi-out time uncertainties were considered for scheduling. It was also assumed that flights could speedup by up to 2.5% above their nominal cruise speed. Monte-Carlo simulations were done to generate the results.
Results for the single-day simulation show that there is no significant benefit of scheduling before gate-push-back as opposed to at gate-push-back, assuming a Call For Release is requested for all departures from all airports. Although there is no system-wide benefits measured in terms of delay, there might be some coordination benefit, which could lead to more precise departures from the gate and precise taxi-out time. However, if there were no gate-departure and taxi-out time uncertainty, the maximum benefit of scheduling an hour before gate-push-back is limited to 6.8% 
